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ABSTRACT 

The ability to make rational decisions baaed on the synthesis of various pieces of infor

mation and to eventually arrive at an integrated design plays a very important role in 

everyday engineering practice. 

In this paper, a conceptual framework far manufacturing design is obtained through a 

causal perspective. This framework is used in developing a knowledge-based system that 

gains insight into the process of arc welding from a few detailed analyses and experiments 

on simplified models and rationally arrives at an integrated design of the actual process 

using a hybrid axiomatic-algorithmic approach for design synthesis. 

The design strategy preseented here may also be applied to any manufecturing process 

in general 

viiL 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Arc Welding is one of the most widely used processes fcr joining two pieces cf metal. 

The goal of a welding process is to join the two pieces effectively and efficiently. This is 

achieved by treating the adjoining edges through a thasnai cycle of liquefaction and re-

soQidification with or without a filler material. There are three major aspects that must 

be accounted fee in designing a welding process. They are: (i) the thermal aspect dealing 

with tiie heat-flow problem; (ii) the material aspect dealing with the microstructure and 

composition changes in tie material as a result of the thermal cycle; and (iii) the mechan

ical aspect, which is concerned with the residual ••tirmrr. and distortion in the welded 

joint as a result of the thermal cycle. 

Over the years, a great deal of research has been devoted to various aspects of the 

welding process. The understanding cf the basic mechanics of Arc Welding has advanced 

significantly during the last decade. Various aspects cf the welding process, such as heat 

flow, phase transformation, and mechanical properties have been studied from different 

perspectives. 

However, the interactions among these various facets of the welding process are 

quite complex, and the attempts to incorporate these analyses and experiments into the 

global optimum design of welding processes have proven elusive so far. Evan with the 

most powerful compute: available today and with the advanced understanding cf each 

aspect of the welding process, we still need a rational criterion far synthesizing the infor

mation into an effective and efficient welding process. 

1 
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Although numerous attempts have been made to systematize the design in manufac

turing [1], tile sy^ematic design capabilities in the welding process are sHn far behind 

our understanding of the basic mechanics involved in welding. Among many reasons for 

this gap, the most crucial one is the lade cf systematic technique  ̂ which can be used to 

make "correct" decisions and synthesize an integrated design from the different pieces cf 

information obtained through various analyses and experiments [2]. An overview cf cur

rent designs reveal that decisions are typically made to optimize one aspect of the weld

ing process rather than the entire process. Thust the degree cf global optimization basi

cally depends on the designer's ingenuity and capability. Accordingly, the designs are 

usually leas than optimal, and result in a lower degree cf reliability and efficiency cf the 

welding process. 

The marpr thrust of the present work is to obtain a conceptual framework far rational 

syntfresizatkn of the welding process. This strategy takes advantage cf both the axiom

atic and the algorithmic approaches. 

The present thesis starts with a discussion cf the general design methodologies in 

manufacturing processes. Then, the structure of the hybrid axiomatic-algorithmic design 

strategy being implemented currently is discussed. A design example far the design of 

arc welding process is used to demonstrate the feasibility cf this strategy. This is fal

lowed by the discussion of those salient features cf the arc welding process together with 

the current set cf rule types used and the description cf the production systEm 

"ARCWELD" far global optimum design. 



CHAPTER n 

DESIGN METHODOLOGIES 

Traditionally, two type cf approaches have been used to design a manufacturing pro-

orfb. These may be called: (i) an "algorithmic approach" and (ii) an "axiomatic 

approach'1. A manufecturing process can be optimized through either a thorough under

standing of the complex interactions among its various aspects, ie, an "algorithmic 

approach" cr through the application of manufacturing axioms to each decision-making 

step which is to say, an "axiomatic approach". The ensuing sections provide the neces

sary formal background cf these two design methologies. 

2.1 Algorithmic Approach 

Optimization o£ the complete manufecturing process usually is a compromise among 

conflicting objectives. Goal programming [3] is a technique designed to pursue the opti

mal solution of problems involving complex and conflicting objectives. Applying the goal 

programming technique to a manufecturing process* it requires the designer to make a 

decision in selecting a set of goals that ought to be achieved foe the various objectives. 

Such an approach fee sinepfi-podnt, single-pass turning operation in metal cutting has been 

investigated by EftQipson, Ravindran, and Papalamtros [4,5]. The priority factors are then 

used to rank the different goals according to their relative importance and attempts are 

made to minimize the deviations from the stated goals. Eventually the optimal solution is 

found which minimizes a suitable norm cf the deviations. However, since this technique 

uses the priority factors to rank the different objectives, the reliability of the design has 

been based upon the designer  ̂experience and personal insight. 

3 



been based upon the designer's experience and peasonaL insight. 

Man/ algorithms for solving the constrained optimization problems have been devel

oped, such as the direct search algorithm by Hooke and Jeeves [6] and gradient-based 

algorithm developed by Tbwnsend and Jognson [7]. Howeva  ̂ with the increase in the 

dimensionality of the search, these automated optimal design algorithms become leas 

accurate and take greats computational effort. Johnson and Benson [8] propose a dec

omposition strategy for design optimization. Let us consider a constrained optimization 

problem in mechanical engineering expressed in the following farm: 

min ar max Y = f(r) (2.1) 

g= feito] (2.2) 

where r is bounded by Cr. 

where g is bounded by Cg. 

where Y is the optimization quantity, and it is a function of the independent variables r. 

The basic idea cf decomposition strategy is to decompose the problem into a modular com

ponent (MC) and an integrating system component (SC). The independent variable r is 

sorted as follows. 

r= [u,v] (2.3) 

At the MC stage, fix the elements of v and solve the subproblem ky an optimization tech

nique to determine the optimum values Uq far u, as functions of v. 

uo = 9(v) (2.4) 

using g(v) fix the elements of u in the SC stage. Hence, in the SC stage only the elements 

cf v need to be determined by solving the SC optimization subproblem. These optimum 
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values for v denoted as vQ are then used to find the optimum values far UQ. Thereby the 

entire problem can be optimized by r0 - [UQ,V0] • 

In addition to those conventional optimization techniques, the use of the existing 

monotonic properties c£ the design problems can assist the designa: in modeling a problem 

correctly and also in finding the optimum with the minimum computation. Papalambaros 

and Wilde [9-15] in a series of papers extended the two theorems in monotonicity analysis 

to a set of rules in engineering design where several design examples have been used to 

demonstrate the workings of monotonicity analysis. Zhou and Mayne [16] also discuss the 

interactive use of monotonicity analysis in solving large-size complicated problems itera-

tively. The advantage of monotonicity analysis is the feet that many optimization prob

lems in engineering design can often be solved completely ty this technique. Evan when 

we can not, the problem usually can be reduced to one- cr two-variable search in a lim

ited region by monotonicity analysis. The incorporation of monotonicity analysis in dec

omposition strategy fcr design optimization has been studied by Azarm and Hi [17]. In 

this thesis the concepts of monotonicity analysis and constraint dominance are utilized to 

find the optimum design fee a manufacturing process. 

The "algorithmic approach" has been the fbcuss of a considerable body of currant and 

past research [3-17]. It requires a complete and thorough understanding cf the complex 

interactions among various aspects of the manufacturing process. The difficulty with this 

approach is the global understanding required of an incredibly large data base, which imp

lies that we not only need to store and manipulate an enormous data base, but we also 

need to understand thoroughly every single component as wefl. as the interconnections 

among them. Thus, the objective decision procedure for even a small system may quickly 
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explode beyond the capacity of the biggest computer available today and marry designers 

feel that such an approach stifles creativity. However, it must be noted at this point that 

algorithmic approaches represent an extremely powerful methodology for the detailed and 

quantitative phase of the design procedure. In practice* a large number of design possi

bilities are rfararrfari in an ad hoc fashion to make the analyses tractable without consi

deration. 

2.2 Axiomatic Approach 

Recently, an alternative approach, called the "axiomatic approach", is developed by 

Suh, Bel and Gossard [18]. This approach is based upon the hypothesis that "There exists 

a small set of global principles or axioms which can be applied to decisions made 

throughout the synthesis of a manufacturing system. These axioms constitute guidelines 

or decision rules which lead to "correct" decision, ie, these which maximize the produc

tivity cf the total manufacturing system, in all cases" [18]. Although the design axioms 

can not be proven, strictly speaking they must be true, ie, no violation or counter-exam-

piles can be observed. Since the axioms are very general and always lead to good results, 

an axiomatic approach may provide powerful tools to narrow the range of design possibili

ties so that the chcdae of the designs to be considered is within the capacity of the 

designer. Suh, BeQ, and Gossard [18] propose a 9=t of hypothetical axioms for manufac

turing design. This set of axioms embodies two fundamental concepts wnich can be for

malized as follows: 

Axiom 1: (reliability) Maintain the independence cf functional requirements. 

Axiom 2: (information) Minimize information subject to the fulfillment cf functional 

requirements. 
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Based on the first: axiom, strict independence of functional requirements implies 100 

percent functional reliability. This is manifested in the uncoupled cr decoupled forms of 

design matrices required by Yasuhara and Suh [19]. Rindede and Suh [20] have extended 

tihe independence axiom of design to develope the quantitative measures of functional 

coupling in design. In order to manipulate the design axioms and corollaries in process 

synthesis and design, Kim and Suh [21] have proposed the application cf symbolic logic to 

the design axioms to facilitate the use of computers for decision making in design. Essen

tially, the axiomatic approach is heuristic and human oriented . The strength of this 

approach lies in its simple guidelines, which, properly interpreted offer a rational way of 

proceeding from very general to more specific ideas. The axiomatic approach however, 

•suffere; from a few shortcomings. So far, toe axioms have been generated in an ad hoc 

manner [17-20]. The interpretations of the general axioms to particular cases have also 

been proved to be very rfrffimH-. Moreover, the transition from the abstract phase to 

physical quantitative decisions becomes too oombersome with the present form of the axi

omatic theory. 

The aim of the present work is to obtain an integrated design procedure that takes 

advantage of both axiomatic and algorithmic approaches and provides smooth transitions 

between different phases of design through a Knowledge Engineering approach. 

The hagc design steps of the present approach may be listed as follows: 

1. Preparation of the causal framework far the arc welding process. 

2. Building of the mechanics knowledge base incorporating quantitative models regarding 

thermal, material arid mechanical aspects. 

3. Study cf internal (local) functional reliability and efficiency cf each cause-and-effect 
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bond. 

4. Study of the effects of modulations in local functional reliabilities and efficiencies of 

particular bonds on the global functional reliability and efficiency of the entire 

manufacturing process and generation c£ "causal insights". At this stage, a rule-

bassd system is developed far staring the "causal insights" cf the manufacturing 

process. 

5. Combination of design priori ties and requirements with "causal insights" to generate 

guiding rules fee the particular problem at hand. 

6. Decomposition of multi-objective problem into several single objective problems. 

7. Monotardcity-analysis is performed to study each of these single objective problems 

and store the results. 

8. A solution far the muM-objective problem is ̂ nthesized using the results obtained in 

sbep (7) in conjunction with the causal insights. 

9. The current solution is checked against pcespecifiied design priorities and requirements. 

If tine solution passes the test, a design recommendation is made. Step (10) is per

formed if the test is failed. 

10. Causal insight is used to diagnose the resons for failure and suggestions are made for 

improvements. These are thai implemented in step (5). 

The detailed discussion of this strategy using arc welding process as example will be 

the contents of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER m 

HYBRID DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

A hykadd axiomatic-algorithmic approach for design synthesis is proposed here. The 

present strategy uses the axiomatic approach during the abstract phase and the algo

rithmic approach during the details phase of design. A cause-and-effect perspective of 

the manufecturing process is pursued here. The causal perspective allows us to generate 

the design axioms in a rational way. It also helps in interpreting the general axioms to 

the particular problem at hand. 

In the hybrid approach a causal framework for the manufecturing process is prepared 

first. A systems viewpoint is taken here and the entire manufacturing process is consi

dered as an entity. Given the raw material and the desired end product as the starting 

and finishing states* avenues are sought to transform the raw material into the desired 

firrehpd product. This transformation is represented as a of interacting cause-and-

effect bonds called the causal framework. Fcr the welding process, the heating and cool

ing cycle is the root cause and the joining of two pieces of metal is the desired effect. 

Unfortunately, along with the desired effect the thermal cycle also produces various other 

effects. Since many metals can not tolerate such extreme changes in temperature; 

cracked, porous, brittle, cr weak zones may be formed in tine welded joint. Ehase changes 

may also occur in the base material. 

Hence, from a causal perpective, we may evaluate a proposed avenue of transforma

tion in terms of its functional reliability and efficiency. Reliability may be measured by 

the liklihood of producing the desired effect and suppressing the undesired ones. EfficL-

9 
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tiie liklihood of producing the desired effect and suppressing the undesired ones. Kffiri-

ency may be measured in terms of the amount of resources required to produce a "unit" 

of the pffor-hT Based on this dual goal, we may hypothesize two axioms for 

"good" functional design: 

1. (reliability) Maximize the function reliability. 

2. (efficiency) Minimize the total resources 

required. 

Functional reliability and functional efficiency can be expressed in a fuzzy set 

[22,23]. T&naka, Ean, Lai, and Toguchi [22] proposed the application of fuzzy probability 

theory in coping with real-world's uncertainty and ambiguity. Fan and his coworkers [23] 

have applied the fuzzy fault tree analysis to diagnose malfunctions in a hazardous waste 

incineration facility. A trapezoidal fuzzy set used in describing the uncertain malfunction 

is expressed as follows. 

P(Xi) = tqjl^PiW] 

Far example, to represent the probability of "around 0.5" fix an excessive feed rate to 

the incinerator, the fuz2y set can be written as 

P (ftigh_feed_rate) = [0.25,0.40,0.60,0.75]. 

Consequently, based on the manipulation of fuzzy set introduced by Tanaka [22], the 

M.l's built-in propagation of certainty factors has been overridden [23]. Therefore, 

through the fuzzy probability computations the reliability and efficiency can be imple

mented quantitatively. 

3.1 Causal Framewok of Arc Welding 



The causal framework of the arc welding process is proposed here, as shown in Eig.l. 

The root cause of the welding process is a thermal cycle cf heating and cooling. This 

thermal cycle is created by first providing a heat input that sets i£> temperature gradients 

between the weldment and its surroundings. Next> the heat source is removed and the 

temperature gradients drive the cocQing process. 

As a heat source is provided, heat transfer takes place principally through conduction 

and effects a rise in temperature in the two pieces. According to the particular tempera

ture distribution, liquefaction occurs in a small region (called the fusion zone). This liquid 

forms the weld pod and eventually provides the desired bonding between the two pieces. 

lhus» the -«*!» and £iape cf the weld pool, as well as its composition, are cf primary inter

est in welding design. Due to the mechanics cf heat transfer, the region in the vicinity of 

the we3d pod aicr> gets heated <-inga to the liquidus temperature. As a result, material in 

this region undergoes severe microstructural changes. This zone is called the heat-

affectBd zone (HAZ). The size cf the HAZ and the extent cf microstructural changes 

depend on the heat transfer modes and material, characteristics in particular situations. 

Typically, base material beyond the HAZ is assumed to remain the same. Elevating the 

temperature also increases the likelihood of chemical reactions between the base material 

and its environmental dements. Reactions with hydrogen, oxygen, etc., may drastically 

affect the quality of the wdd. Often, filler material and deoxidizing elements are used in 

the welding process. These tend to change the composition cf the wdd poaL Thus* while 

heating produces the desired wdd pool, it also creates a heat-affected zone, and the lik

elihood of various chemical reactions increases with the elevation cf temperature. These 

chemical reactions change the composition cf the wdd pooL Hence, care must be taken 
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the avoid these undesired effects. 

As the heat source moves away from the molten weld pool, the temperature gradients 

between the weld podL and its surroundings (principally colder bass material) cause the 

heat to flow out of the molten pool QasdominantLy in conduction). As a result, the 

molten weld pod starts cooling down. In this continuous cooling regime, the cooling rate 

is extxemeLy important, as it is the cooling rate that determines the final composition and 

tiie miaxstcuctxms of the solidified weld pooL 
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As evident torn Figure 1, thermal and material aspects are intertwined in a welding 

process. Moreover, the uneven temperature distributions produce incompatible strains 

which lead either to distortions of the welded joint if it is not constrained properly or to 

residual sterner. in the body if constrained. The residual stresses and strains may drasti

cally affect the performance of a welded joint. Hence, along with thermal and material 

aspects* the mechanical aspect also plays an inportant role in welding. 

The causal framework not only embodies knowledge of different aspects about the 

fundamental changes from raw material to the finidied product but also provides the 

foundation for the axiomatic design step. 

3.2 Local Analysis 

First, each causal bond is investigated individually with respect to its functional relia

bility and efficiency. This is achieved by accessing the mechanics knowledge base (as 

described in a later section), the understanding of the basic mechanics of the welding pre-

cess resides in the mechanics knowledge base, as shown in Figure 2. It contains quantita

tive models about various aspects of the welding process. 

Algorithmic techniques ace used during the local analyses. The design strategy used 

for local analyses is the model coordination method. In general, optimization algorithms 

fee solving nonlinear programming (NLP) problems may be divided into two classes. These 

are direct methods and indirect (decomposition) methods. The direct methods include the 

simplex method, and the projected Lagrangian method fee nonlinear programming prob

lems. The decomposition methods decompose the problem into a two-level structure, the 

modular component(MC) and the integrating system component(SC). The MC level con

tains several smaller subproblems which are solved independently. Thai, in the SC stage, 



the subproblem's solutions are coordinated to solve the entire optimization problem. 

Basically, these are two ways cf transforming a given nonlinear programming problem into 

a two-level form which are called the model coordination methoc and the goal coordina

tion method. In the modeL coordination method, constraints are added to the subprofcflem 

in the form of fixing the interaction variabiles. In the goal coordination method, the dec

omposition is made by modification cf the goal cf the problem. Each subproblem is optim

ized individually and the design variables links among subproblems are cut. 

In the present week, the local analyses uses the model coordination method in investi

gating each causal bond's reliability and efficiency with respect to the design variables. 

Far exampQe, considering the local causal bond in Figure 3, we fix the interaction variables 

in the starting state while studying the sensitivity of the local design variables in the 

ttefiirpri stale. Therefore, if the local design is 100 percent reliability, then after the 

stimulation, the starting state will be transformed entirely into the desired state. Other

wise, the undesirad state wiH. be formed. From the quantitative expression cf each local 

causal bond, the local transformation can be designed to approach 100 percent functional 

reliability as closely as possible. The detailed phase of design in local causal bonds can be 

•studied accurately through algorithmic approach. This result can be raiipr) 'local" causal 

insight. 

In the local analyses, we only study each causal bond individually in the entire man

ufacturing process. This can be viewed as the MC stage in the modeL coordination 

method. In a totally algorithmic approach iterative search techniques (typically without 

any embodded intelligence) are used for the exxrdination problem in the SC stage. Here, 

this step is avoided. Instead we follow the causal framework and observe the global imp-
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locations (in the end state) of local modulations. These observations are then stared as a 

set of rules called "causal insight". Next, design priorities axe considered and a set of 

guiding rules is formulated far the problem at hand. 

The detailed exposition of causal insight of arc welding and the goal coordination. 

method far multiobjective optimization are treated in the ensuing sections. 

t 
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Eig.3 the cause and effect bond 
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3.3 Causal Insight of Arc Welding 

With the understanding of the local study, we observe the saquence of events in the 

causal framework to examine the effects cf internal reliabilities and pfffifipnriPR of each 

causal bond on the overall or "global" reliability and efficiency cf the manufecturing pro

cess. 

Having the causal framework and mechanics knowledge base for the arc welding pro

cess we can start our study about the insight of the welding process. In this thesis a 

causal knowledge base, as shown in Eig.4, is developed to gain insight into the thermal/ 

material, and mechanical aspects c£ the arc welding process through respective knowledge 

bases. These three knowledge bases are interconnected through the mechanics knowledge 

base manager, as shown in Figure 2. The causal knowledge base can provide a rational 

basis for considering the trade-off among those inter-transformation incompatibilities. It 

can alcn a reasonable algorithmic model of arc welding from the mechanics knowl

edge base. It must be realized here, that in crder to contain the design priorities in the 

causal knowledge base, the product knowledge base is needed. 

Concerning the service conditions and base material, the product knowledge base, as 

shown in Fig.5, specifies the design priorities with regard to reliability and efficiency. 

These riisign prim-iHw can be used in the trade-off decision. With these physical design 

description, the product knowledge base can set the objective cf the design and issue 

some guiding rules. 

Combined with the design priorities established in the product knowledge base, three 

meta-rulas can be derived fix the arc-weQding process from the causal knowledge base. 

These meta-rules are suitable far the welding process when the reliability of the process 
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is given priority over efficiency. They can be used in trade-off decisions stated as fal

lowing [24]: 

1. Ihe magnitude and spatial distribution of the tBmpecatuce field in the fusion zone is of 

utmost importance. Etom the mechanics knowledge base, the best way of corrtrcQling 

the weld pool, geometry is to control the heat-affected zone during the welding pro

cess. 

2. The modified nuccostructuce and solidified composition of the weld pool are profoundly 

influenced by the cooling rate. According to the material knowledge base, these can 

be controlled by controlling the critical cooling rate. 

3. Residual stress distribution is primarily determined by the spatial temperature distribu

tion in the heat-affected zone. Hence/ the effective way to control the residual 

sizes distribution is to control the heat-affected zone without affecting the heating 

pattern that has been established. 
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Since reliability has been given the highest priority, all the functional requirements 

are concerned with the quality cf the weld joint. Even in the diagnostic phase, we 

attempt to improve the efficiency without compromising reliability. 

This global optimization knowledge obtained from the above study is included heu-

risrirally in the design procedure by means cf a sat cf mips. This set of rules can be used 

to determine and develope the algorithmic model fee the manufacturing process. Knowl

edge about the global effects of local modulations is called "causal insight" in the design 

procedure. At this stage, it must be noted that in order to manipulate the knowledge 

effectively in the causal knowledge base for design consultation (as drown in Eig.4), the 

utilization of artificial intelligence is proposed. The competence in artificial intelligence 

requires access to an armamentarium of jxofcflem-sdving paradigms. The most promising 

problem-solving paradigm in knowledge engineering is the rule-^ased-system paradigm. 

This is especially effective far building the expert system. It must be admitted here, the 

rule-based-system paradigm is strong enough to make important and economical decisions. 

On the other hand, we must realize that this paradigm by taelf is too weak to support 

many of the characteristics cf human experts. Consequently, a good production sy&em 

can be used for problem solving and design consultation. 

A caap drawn ideas from artificial intelligence fix use cf global knowledge in design 

optimization has been studied in recent years [25,26]. Basically the production rules in 

these Htrrf references are i*="=H fcr selecting active constraints in the development of 

knowledge-based iteration procedure for optimization with monotorririty analysis. There

fore, the production systems are limited to strict problem solving and do net have consul

tation capability. 
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Hie present thesis, assumes the causal knowledge base embodies the rule-based prob

lem-solving paradigm. The production rules fee causal insight cf the welding process are 

built around ruiles like the following one, which consists c£ an if part and a then part 

[27,28]: 

Rule If condition 1 

condition 2 

• 

Then action 

In the causal knowledge base, the causal insight is the embolic representation of the in

formation about global reliability and efficiency. 

3.4 Design Strategy 

The previous local analyses is the MC stage in the model coordination method far 

optimization. The SC levels coordination can be viewed as the synthesization of those 

causal bonds. Instead of coordinating the local analyses, the goal coordination method 

can be used fee the global optimization at this paint. Here, the problem is now addressed 

again via goal coordination. Design variables links among aofcproblems ace cut and each 

subproblem (MC) is optimized individually. The incompatibilities at the interfaces are in-

denrifieri. These are then resolved by using the guiding rules obtained feom the causal in

sight. It is important to realize that instead of optimizing every local modulations in the 

causal framework [24], by means of these guiding rules the number of the subpcoblems to 

be optimized can be reduced to a minimum. In this method, the monotonicity analysis has 

been utilized in solving these single objective problems. Then, the causal knowledge base 
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is applied to resolve the incompatibilities. 

It should be noted that model coordination techniques addresses the problem in feasi

ble space, where as goal coordination operates in dual space. The collection a£ individu

ally optimized subproblems obtained through goal coordination ai.cn resides in the dual 

space. The guiding rules are obtained from modd. coordination analysis. Hence, they 

reside in feasible space. The total problem is thai salved fcy moving the initial solution in 

the dual gaaae towards the feasible space according to these guiding rules. 

Therefore, using the proposed technique, instead of optimizing the MC and SC stages 

in model coordination cr goal coordination method, we optimize the two MC stages and 

merge the feasible space and the dual space towards optimum through embedded intelli

gence (guiding rules torn causal insight). 

The mathematical structure for this method is demonstrated in Figure 6. It should be 

mentioned that the number of the subproblems and the interconnections between each 

single objective problems depend on the causal insight cf each manufacturing process. 

Fee the arc welding the two level decomposition can be demonstrated fcy Figure 

7. Each single objective subproblems is optimized using monotonicity analysis at the first 

level and then the causal knowledge base is utilized to coordinate the first levelte solu

tions at the second level to obtain an optimum for the wedding process. 

An example of using monotonicdJty analysis in one cf the single objective subproblems 

cf arc welding process will be given in the ensuing chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE UTILIZATION OF MONOTONICITY ANALYSIS 

IN ARC WELDING DESIGN 

The mathematical model fee arc welding and the local optimization through monotoni

city analysis constitute the contents of this chapter. The background of the monotonicity 

analysis is presented first. Its significance as a method leading to the optimal, solution 

with very little computation is disci mi next. 

4.1 Monotonicity Analysis 

From the nature o£ the problems in engineering design , tine problems are mostly non

linear and constrained. Nonlinear programing (NLP) problems can be formulated in the 

following fcrm [29]: 

minimize 

f(x) 

subject to 

gi(x) <_0 i=l, *q (4.1) 

gi(x) = 0 i=(q+l)/-p 

where x contains the n design variables and f^j are the scalar objective and constraint 

functions respectively. 

The optimal solution of an engineering design usually is a compromise among conflict

ing requirements. The monotonicity analysis takes advantage c£ monotordc properties to 

identify the active constraints at the optimum. This method can lead a constrained 

28 
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identify the active constraints at the optimum. This method can lead a constrained 

optimization problem to the optimal solution with very little computation. 

Rapalamfcros and Wilde [9-15] has discussed the utility of monotorridty analysis in 

engineering design through several examples. We dial briefly describe the underlying 

theorem in local monotonicdty analysis [9,13]. 

The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker necesary optimality conditions for the above nonlinear pro

graming problem (4.1) are: 

 ̂̂ 3 + aT Vx g = 0, aT Vx g = 0 (4.2) 

aT g = 0, a >_0, g <_0 

where Vx g is the Jacofcdan matrix of the vector function g(x). It is obvious that the fol

lowing two monatorricity theorems.aiB trivial consequences of (4.2). 

Theorem l:If the objective function f (x) is monotorric w.r.t. a particular variable Xj, thai 

there exists at least one active constraint gi with opposite monotoniciiy 

w.r.t. Xj bounding xj. 

Theorem 2:If the objective is stationary w.r.t. a particular variable, thai the monobonic 

variable is either irrelevant (and all the constraints containing that variable 

are inactive) or relevant (that is, bounded by two active constraints having 

opposite monotorridty w.r.t. that variable, one from above and one from 

bellow). 

It is to be noted that these two monotoniciiy theorems can be viewed as trivial 

consequences c£ the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions. As fcr the notation, 

when the monotonirifcies of the function f (xj) is increasing, decreasing, or independent in 



Xj, they are indicated with a superscript plug, minus, or zero on the variable xj. 

Based en these two simple monotonicity theorems  ̂ the concept of monotoririLty ana

lysis has also been implemented in computer algorithms [16,25]. The computer algorithm 

proposed by Zhou and Mayne [16], employs only the first monotonicity principle for 

agisting the designer in the application of monotonicity analysis to optimization problems. 

In their program, whan the active constraints are found, the user is asked to eliminate 

variables and reduce the problem size. In the design optimization program reported by 

Azarm and Rapalamkros [25], both monotonicity principles are used to derive design rules 

in the active set strategy with the aid of constrained derivatives and conventional search 

methods. Since this procedure also uses the second rule and constrained derivative com

putations, the elimination of inactive constraints becomes mare efficient and mace design 

rules in selection of active sets may be included in this strategy. 

Recently, many optimization methods that utilize monotonicity analysis in solving 

engineering design problems have been developed by Papalamtros and Ei [26], Azarm and 

Li [17] and Papalamtros [15]. Based on the model coordination method in design [8], 

Azarm and Ei [17] proposed a two-level decomposition method which is an extension of 

the model coordination method coupled with monotonkaty analysis. In the first-level sub-

problems, global monotonicity analysis has been utilized to identify the active constraints. 

Then, in the second-level through these active constraints a new paint fcr the objective 

function is found. With this new paint, the iteration continues until optimality is achi

eved. The difficulty with this method is the coordination of the interconnections among 

the subproblems in the first-leveL The stategy described by Azarm and Ei [17] makes ad 

hoc chodces fcr local varibles (internal to subproblems) and coordination variables. 



Another approach proposed by Papalamfcros [15] utilizes a set of rules obtained from 

global knowledge to identify tine active (critical) constraints. The types cf rules that foc

uses on tiie identification of active constraints are key elements far a successful, integ

rated design in this approach. The development cf these rules basically depends on the 

designer's skill and expertise. Also the application of these rules is often heuristic* which 

means that there is no guarantee that a solution will be reached if we follow these rules. 

In Hie present work, the set of rules used in decision-making is obtained from the 

causality cf Hie process and the/ are stored in the causal knowledge base. Details of 

these rules are presented in section 3.3. These rules along with the strategy described in 

chapter 3 are used fee design synthesis in tie current wade. In the fallowing section, the 

salient features of arc welding are discussed in detail. 



4.2 Arc Welding Design Model 

In the present approach, model coordination technique [8] is used to study the effects 

cf local modulations on the global functional reliability and efficiency of tte entire weld

ing process. Chandra [24] decomposes the entire problem into modular and system com

ponents. Each causal bond is treated as a module. Observations from the causal frame

work is used at the system level fee coordination. 

In the present work, three majcr aspects of the welding process are identified from 

the causal framework and the understanding of the underlying mechanics of each causal 

bond. These are therm al* material and mechanical aspects. The underlying mechanics cf 

each cf these aspects is also well understand. Accordingly, in the present work, each of 

these aspects is treated as a module. Model coordination method augmented by monotoni-

city analysis is used to investigate each cf these three subproblems. Eirst, individual sab-

problems are investigated with additional constraints (that fixes interconnecting variables 

from other sufcproblem). Monotonicily analysis is then performed to identify active con

straints. Sensitivity analyses with respect to design variables are recorded and stared. 

These results as well as the causality of the process ( as obtained from the causal frame

work) are then used to generate the "causal insights". Just using these causal insights 

will result in a feasible but most likely a non-optimum solution. 

The dual problem cf goal coordination is used next. Each cf the subproblems are 

optimized individually ky cutting the links between them. This in a solution in the 

dual space. Incompatibilities between the subproblems are identified and these are then 

resolved fcy utilizing the causal insights. This makes toe dual, solution feasible as well. 

4.2.1 Aspects of Arc Welding 
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Following are the three major aspects of arc welding that are to be considered in the 

arc welding design model. These are thermal, material, and mechanical aspects. 

4.2.1.1 Thermal Aspects 

To establish tHe module far the thermal aspect, the thermal conditions in the heat 

effected zone must be established. From the causal framework, 1) the peak temperature 

in the heat affected zone, 2) cooling rates in the heat affected zone, 3) weld pool geome

try in the fusion zone. 

There exists many "literature on the thermal aspects of the welding process. The earli

est analytical model of welding is the dafFiir point source solution by Rosenthal [30] for 

the temperature field in the weldment. From a set of known input parameters* a three-

dimensional isotherm of melting may be produced, from which one can predict the weld 

pool geometry. Being a puce conduction model, it cannct account fee any convection 

effects. Also, the thermal properties of tie materials are assumed to be constant over 

the entire range of temperature. Moreover, tie Rosenthal model assumes a semi-circular 

isotherm and does not allow any variation in the aspect ratio of the weld poaL In spite of 

these limitation  ̂ the Rosenthal model provides a fast, quantitative understanding of the 

temperature distribution in the heat affected zone. It is also very useful in understanding 

the causality of the heat flow problem. 

Several researchers have attempted to modify the Rosenthal model to improve its 

accuracy. The method of images [31] has been used to simulate steady-state thermal 

effects of finite thickness, but tins metihod can represent only miner variations in the 

aspect ratio. T!sai [32] extended the paint source model to include a Gaussian-distributed 

heat source. The Gaussian provides a realistic representation of the arc heat input, and 
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the improved model allows far variations in the pool aspect ratio. Nunes [33] proposed 

extending the Rosenthal modeL fcy adding pcdnt sources and sinks at various locations 

within the weJdment to simulate convection and phase change effects. Phase changes are 

modeled by thermal riipolpfy and circulations in the molten weld pod axe modelled fcy ther

mal quadrupriles. Lewis, Morgan, and Gallagher [34] performed a finite element analysis 

to obtain detailed information on the temperature distribution during a welding process. 

PC In the present work, the whole system resides in an IBM Accordingly, the ther

mal knowledge base includes only the Rosenthal modeL [30] along with the results of 

Bates and Hardt [35] and Blodgett [36] for determining the peak temperature, weld pool 

geometry, and cooling rates. 

Peak Temperature 

A distinct etching boundary may be observed fix most plain carbon or low alley steels. 

For caubon steels, solid phase transformations become predominant if the temperature is 

raised beyond a threshold of 730 °C [37]. Hence, the size of the heat affected zone may 

be determined ty determining HAZ for T=730 °C in equation (4.3) 

Based on the Rosenthal's model [30], for a single pass ML penetration welding pro

cess* the distribution of peak temperature in the base metal adjacent to the weld is given 

by: 

Tp = T0+fEI(Tm-T0) [4.13pctYCTm-T0)V4fEI]-1 

where 

Tp = the peak temperature 

(4.3) 
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T0 = preheat temperature 

Tm = melting temperatuce 

f = heat transfer efficiency (0.9) 

E = volts, I = amperage, V = welding velocity 

p = density of base metal 

c = specific heat 

t = thickness cf the plate 

The peak temperature equation can be used for the following purposes. 

(1). The determination of peak temperatures at specific locations in the heat affected 

zone. 

(2). Estimating the width of the heat affected zone. 

(3). Showing the effect cn the resk3uaLstress of the heat-effected zone. 

Coaling Rates 

Afta: a pcdnt in the heat-affected zone has reached its peak temperature, the rate at 

which it cools may have a significant effect on the microstrucbure, composition, or even 

the soundness cf the base metaL 

Blodgett [36] proposed the cooling rate,R, fix the relatively "thick" plates as follows. 

R = 21 kf-1 (T C-TQ) 2e -1i -1v  

where 

(4.4) 
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k = thermal conductivity 

Tc= the pearlite "nose" temperature 550 °C 

If the plates are relativeLy thin, the cooling rate R is given as: 

R = 2!kpc±2f-2(T<rJr0)3B-2i-2v2 (4.5) 

In order to determine whether the plate is thick cr thin, it is helpfuL to define a 

dimensionlPFFi quantity called "the relative pilabe thickness" t^: 

.  _^/pcCHr*yv  
t ^ - ty—jg j— 

If the value cf tj- b larger than t^=0.75» the plate is regarded as thick. Otherwise, 

the plate is regarded as thin. 

Weld Pool Geometry 

Weld pod geometry is frequently defined fcy the pod width,W and depth, D. lb obtain 

the desired strength, the designer must ensure proper geometry (size and depth) of the 

weld pool. 

According to the experimental results proposed by Bates and Hardt [35], increasing 

volts E and torch velocity V significantly increase the aspect ratio (^), but increasing the 

currant I only has very little effect on aspect ratio. Based on this result, a simple weQd 

pod geometry contrd model may be assumed as follows. 



E V< W 

where 

W = curve fitting experimental parameter in pod geometry, W=4.23. 
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(4.7) 

Since this weld pod control, model is simply obtained from curve fitting with the stan

dard experimental parameters [35], in the present wodc this model is treated as a fixed 

constraint in the modeL coordination step. 

4.2.1.2 Material Aspects 

It is observed from tie causal framework that the main concern in the material aspect 

are: 1) the size c£ the heat-affected zone and tie associated phase transformations, 2) 

the chemical control in the fusion zone, 3) the scGdification rate of the weld metal. 

Since the gases nitrogen, oxygen, and water vaper as rendered highly reactive in an 

electric arc and the fusion zone to effect the quality cf the weJdment, the exclusion of 

air from tie arc atmosphere is extremely vital to tie strength of arc welds in steel. 

Calculating The Width Of The Heat Affected Zone 

Since fcr most plain carbon cr low alloy sheds there is a distinct etching boundary, to 

determine the heat-affected zone is to determine that value of Yz at which T=730 °C. 

HAZ = f (4.13pct)-1 (Tm-Tp) [(Tp-To)(Tm-To)]-lEnrl (4.8) 
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Within the heat-affected zone, the microstructure car properties are associated with 

some characteristic changes such as grain growth etc which affect the quality of the 

weldment. 

Continuous Cooling Transformations 

In the present work, three base materials are considered. All c£ them are steels (AISI 

43BV14, 4340+Si, 52100) with varying percentages cf carbon (0.12, 0.43 and 1.06 respec

tively). The metallurgical aspects of the three base materials used here have been stu

died in detailed fcy various reaseardrers [37], so a detailed discussion cf the micrcstruc-

tnrai changes is avoided here fcr the sake of brevity. The continuous cooling transforma

tion (CCT) diagrams [38] fix these three materials are digitized and incorporated in the 

material knowldege base. Per steely there exists a hard and brittle phase called marten-

sifce. The martarate composition is responsible for microcrackdng and embrittlement of 

welded jednts. The modified mierostrueture and martensite composition are predicted 

from the CCT diagrams. The curves in the CCT illustrate how the base metal within the 

heat-affected zone in microstructure and in hardness as varying lengths cf time 

are taken in cooling from the high austenitizing temperature (1350 °C) through the tem

perature range of 800 °C to 300 °C. Fcr each steel composition, there exists a critical 

cooling rate. If the actual cooling rate in the heat-affected zone exceeds the critical 

cooling rate, hard martensitic structures may be developed in the heat-affected zone, and 

there is a great risk cf microcracking. So the utilizing cf CCT diagrams can determine 

tie rriHrwi cooling rate fcr the base materials in controlling the modified microstructure 



and martensite composition. 

4.2.1.3 Mechanical Aspects 

The mechanical aspects are concerned about the residual stresses and strains in a 

weilded joint. The uneven temperature distribution produced during weeding gives rise to 

incompatible strains, which in turn result in 3?1f-eqi lilihrating residm! stresses that remain 

in the structure afta: it has cooled down to the ambient temperature. The residual 

sfcrrancr. are of paramount importance since these stresses adversely affect the service 

behavior of welded jcdnts» including their: brittle fracture, stress cccrosicn cracking, fati

gue, and bukling characteristics. 

Over the years, various researchers have investigated the prediction of residual 

stresses. Vaidyanathan and his co-workers [39] obtained an analytical technique far 

predicting residual stresses due to a butt weld in flat plates and hollow cylinders. Pope-

lar, Barber, and Groom [40] used a combined analytical and experimental method for in

ferring the residual stresses in a pipe farmed by joining two sections with a girth-butt 

weld. Vaidyanathan and his co-workers started with the flat-plate solution and wrapped 

the pflate to farm a cylinder. The wrapped cylinda: was then allowed to deform (radial 

shrinkage at the weld aentedine), and its final configuration, as well as the stress state, 

was determined from the condition of minimum strain energy. Popoilar et aL measured the 

relieved surface strain due to cutting the pipe and fit the data in a least square sense to 

the strains predicted by an analysis c£ sectioned pipes. This permitted a prediction of the 

through-thickness distribution of the residual longitudinal, normal, and radial shear 

starrer; at the ate of the cut. Several finite element analyses [41] have also been per-
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fanned to predict residual stresses in welding. Papazoglou and Masubuchi [42] accounted 

fee temperature dependence of material properties, as weD. as convection and radiation 

auXctw losses. Their tjiermo-elasHc-plastic stress analysis aiiar> accounts for phase trans

formation effects. Rytdcki, Ghadiali, and Schmueser [43] and Chandra [44] also obtained 

mathematical models far predicting residual strryrrn and stxains in butt and girth-butt 

welding that are based on the analytical and finite element representations. Chandra 

[44] also disaanfiB the effects of various process parameters such as heat input, material 

properties, weld groove geometry, etc., on the magnitude and distribution of residual 

stresses. 

In the present work, the analytical model proposed by Vaidyanathan and his co-work-

ers [39] far predicting residual streses has been included in the mechanics knowledge 

bass. Vaidyanathan and his co-warkes proposed that the residual stresses distribution 

determined by temperature distribution can be predicted as fallow. 

lbs residual stress fcr flat pOates: 

T > (T+2t) , s = Sy 

0T+2t) > T > t, s = Sy(5^1) (4.9) 

t > T , S = -iSy(" )̂ 

where 
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T = equflilxium temperature 

Tm= melting temperature 

F = the width of fusion zone 

a - the coefficient of expansion 

W = tiie width of the plate 

Sy= yield stre$ 

E = Young's Modulus 

where 

Q = heat source output per unit time per unit plate thickness 

V = welding velocity 

, d = thermal diffusLvity 

k = thermal conductivity 

T0= preheat temperature 

Residual stress fez draomfierential welding: 

and 

sr(x,z) = sh (x)-(EY
t|xh +nsa (x,z) (4.10) 
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sr = the final hoop stze® 

sh = tiie initial distribution cf hocp stress (ie, the flat plate) 

sa = the axial stress due to banding 

n = podsson's ratio 

R = the mean radius of the cylinder 

Y = radial displacement with z being measured from the middle of the wall 

sa(x/z) = (rS)y" 
l-nz 

where 

y" = &£ 
dx2 

y(x) = Cerbx (cosbx+anbx) 

bRf C = 

b .Mdgf2  

to can be determined torn the width of fusion equation with T = T+2t. 

4.2.2 Model Coordination 

The entire welding process is decomposed into three subprobiems representing the 

thermal, material, and mechanical, aspects. 

4.2.2.1 Thermal Module 
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The suggested module ooixesponding to thscmal aspect is as follows: 

minimize 

R = 2ikf-lfrcrT0)-1E-1r1V 

subject to 

9i: f(4.13pct)-1CTm-Tp) [(Tp-T0) (Tm^o)]'1^1 < *z 

g2: EV <_W 

93: Enrin £.®max (4.11) 

34: Imin <1 S.̂ max 

^5: vmin <.v <.vmax 

96: Tomin £.To 

Hie design variables are E&V and T0. in order to keep the result as general as possible, 

model (4.11) can be written in the parametric form as follows: 

Parametric Model 

minimize 

R = (550-X4)2X1-1X2-1X3 

subject to 

gi: Ko[(730-X4) (1450-X4)]-lX]X2X3-l < Ki 

<32* X1X3 < K2 

93: K3- <X\ < K3+ (4.12) 
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94: K4" < X2 <.K4+ 

95: K5" < X3 < K5+ 

g6: Kg <_X$ 

where X2/ X3, and X4 are design variables and KQ, K]_, K2, K3~, K4~, K5-, K3+, K4+, 

K5+, Kg are parametric functions. 

When modeling a design problem for optimization, the Mlowing three rules from mon-

tonicity analysis [9-15] can be applied to modeL(4.12). 

Rule 1: At only include the physical constraints. 

Rule 2: Exclude the strict inequalities that impose estimated bounds. 

Rule 3: If an implicit function can not be solved explicitly, then use the implicit montonic 

function to eliminate a variable from the problem. 

Based on monotiniciiy analysis and applying Rule 1 and 2 lead to rearrangement cf 

modeL(4.12) as follow: 

minimize 

R (Xi- x2~ X3
+,X4+) 

subjsct to 

91 (Xi+,X2+,X3-,X4+) ' (4.13) 

92 (*l+,X2
+) 

4.2.2.2 Material Module 



The suggested module fee the material aqpect is formed as follows: 

minimize 

HAZ = f (4.13pct)-1 (Tm-Tp) [(Tp-To) (Tm-ToJJ^EIV-l 

subject to 

gis 2!nf-1(TcrT0)-lB-lr-1V <_Kc 

g2: EV <_w 

93: Emin <_E <_Emax 

94: Imin S.1 l^max 

95: vmin <_v £vmax 

96! Tomin <.To 

Model (4.14) can be written in the parametric form as follows: 

Parametric Model 

minimize 

HAZ = Kq [ (730-X4) (1450-X4) j-ix^xs-1 

suhrjact to 

gi: (550-X4)2xi-lX2-1X3 < Ki  

92: X1X3 < K2 

93: K3- < Xi < K3+ 
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94: K4~ <_X2 <.K4+ 

' g5: K5- < X3 < K5+ 

gS' K6 <_X4 

where X  ̂ X2, X3, and X4 are design variables and K<y K]_, K3-, K4-, K5-, K3
+, K4+, 

K5+, Kg are parametric functions. 

Based on monotirriciiy analysis, the result is as follows: 

minimize 

HAZ (x1+fx2
+

fx3-x4
+) 

subject to 

91 (*r# X2" X3+ X4+) (4.16) 

92 (Xl+,X2
+) 

4.2.2.3 Mechanical Module 

Since the peak temperature decides the residual stress in the wddment, the mechani

cal modulation is to minimize the peak temperature Tp without changing the heat pattern 

already established. The module and the monotonic properties ace discribed as follows: 

minimize 

Tp = T0-HEEI(Tm-T0) [4.13pctYCTm-To)VHfEI]-l 

subjactto 

gi: 2!me-1(Td-T0)-1Er1r-:LV <Kc 



92! EV < W 

93: Emin fLE <.Emax 

94s Ijnin S.1 ^max 

^5: vmin £_v <_vmax 

96: Tomin <_To 

and 

minimize 

Tp (Xi+X2
+,X3-X4+) 

SUbjaCt tD 

91 (X1-X2-X3+X4+) (4.18) 

92 (Xl+,X2
+) 

It is obvious that the mechanical model can be viewed as the same as the module for 

the material aspect; sinoe acxxrcding to the causal framework the heat-affected zone also 

affected fcy the peak temperature. Also, by means of monotononicity analysis, these two 

modulations give the same results Sac design variables. Ihe global effects of these modu

lations ace discussed in the next section. 
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(4.17) 

4.2.3 Global Effects Of Local Modulations 

As riiscuaaeri in chapter 3, the study of causal framework and mechanics knowledge 

base establishes the hierarchy of the welding process. Combined with the design priorities 
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>=^>ih]i.shed in the product knowledge base, three rules have been obtained. Here the mie« 

are repeated fcr convenience. 

!• The magnitude and spatial distribution of the temperature field in the fusion zone is of 

utmost importance. From the mechanics knowledge base, the best way of controlling 

the weld pool geometry is to control the heat-affected zone during the welding pro

cess. 

2. The modified microstrucbure and solidified composition of the weld pool are pco&xmdLy 

influenced ky the cooling rate. According to the material knowledge base, these can 

be controlled by controlling the critical cooling rate. 

3. Residual stre® distribution is primarily determined fcy the gpatiai temperature disbdbu-

tion in the heat-affected zone. Hence, the effective way to control the residual 

stress distribution is to control, the heat-affected zone without affecting the heating 

pattern that has been established. 

Through model coordination and the results from monotonicity analysis, the following 

rules fcr the global effects cf local modulations may also be added. 

4. Since the heat affected zone and residual stresses both can be minimized through con

trolling peak temperature, the controlling cf residual stresses is the same as minimize 

the heat-affected zone. 

5. Through material knowledge base, as long as cooling rate smaller than critical codling 

rate, the composition of martensiie is acceptable. Thus the cooling rate constraint is 

always active which is an equality. 
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6. The width of the weld pool can be minimized through the minimization of the beat-

affected zone without changing cooling rate. 

4.2.4 Synthesis Through Causal Insights 

After analyzing the three local modulations by monotorricity analysis, instead of coor

dinating the results the goal coordination method is used at this paint. Design vari

ables links among these three modulation are cut and each modulation is optimized 

individually. That is, the heat-affected zone, cooling rate, and weld podL geometry 

are considered separately without links. The incompatibilities at the interfaces of 

the local modulations can be resolved by using causal insights. The causal insights 

obtained from model coordination result in a solution in the feasible apace and the 

goal coordination results in a solution in the dual space, as shown in Figure 8. The 

causal insights are thai utilized to make the dual solution feasible. In the present 

work, utilizing the causal insights obtained from the model coordination analysis and 

the causal framework cf the arc welding process, the incompatibilities between the 

subprohUems in model coordination are resolved to approach optimum, since the goal 

coordination analysis gives the same monotonic properties for each module. 
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CHAPTER V 

DESIGN INTEGRATION 

5.1 Introduction 

In title present work, a knowledge based ^stem is developed that gains insight into the 

thermal, material and mechanical aspects of the arc welding process through respective 

knowledge bases. A hybrid axiomatic-algorithmic strategy ( discusasd previously in 

chapter m) is used to arrive at a synthesized design cf the process. Symbolic manipula

tions are done in TURBO PROLOG [45] and FORTRAN is used for numerical computions. 

In the ensuing sections a brief exposition cf the construction cf the system "ARCWELD" 

will be given. The flow chart cf ARCWELD is dx>wn in Eig.9. 

5.2 Mechanics Knowledge Base 

The mechanics knowledge base provides the quantitative analysis and information 

about reliability, efficiency, and collectivity cf a manufacturing process. Thus, by means 

of the mechanics knowledge base, the functional description may be transiahari tr> a physi

cal description. 

The structure cf the mechanics knowledge base is diown in Eig.2. It can be decom

posed inbo three parts. These are thermal knowledge base, material knowledge base, 

meccharrical knowledge base and are interconnected through a knowledge base manager. 

Each knowledge base is implemented in a separate Turbo Prolog program. The implemen

tation cf these knowledge bases is discussed below. 
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Eig.9 Axiomatic Knowledge Base and Elow Chart for ARCWELD 

Test Pass Fail 

Diagnosis 

Physical Design 

Functional Design 

Casual Knowledge Base 

Design Recommendations 

Causal Knowledge Base 

General Design Axioms 

Product Knowledge Base 

Guiding Rules for Design 

Suggestions for Improvement 

Mechanics Knowledge Base 

Interpretation of the Axioms 
for the particular process 
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5.2.1 Knowledge Base Manager 

The results from model. coordination analysis ace shared in the Knowledge Base Man

ager. During design synthesis* the causal knowledge base accesses the Knowledge Base 

Manager, and the information contained in The Knowledge Base Manager along with the 

causal framework is used to obtain the guiding rules fix design. The Knowledge Base 

Manager also acts as the gateway to the Mechanics Knowledge Base. The manager can be 

encoded in the following fcrm in Ttirbo Etalog. 

managerl (Emax,Er̂ ,Imax,IÎ ,VI1 f̂VrnjIV'Ifrick,Rc) 

waridng_memary(reliataility^HAZ_W/D_Codling Rates), 

K
2
=Vmax (1-5815 ((Vmax+1.29902)/1.2053)+8.83242)f 

x2=Imin» 

X3=vmax» 

x1=Kyx3, 

X1 > Emirv 

X1 < Emax' 

cocOing_rate (R^2/Ihick,T£re, Xj, X^X-j), 
* 

size_haz (Yhaz^X^X^Xj/IfcEe/lhick), 

coo]ing_path (Time, 2fThidcf'It3cerX-j,X^X2), 

micro_stzucture (2,Tpce,TLme^truc_type), 

composition (2fTtJce,Time, Nonmar), 

resid_sfcDas (2;Mckf R_c,x1,x2,xyi£xefstress), 

conclusion (X^X^xyrpte,R_c,Yhaz,Stnjc_type,Nonmar,Stress),!. 
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where X^X^X ,̂ and Tpre ace design variables. 

After these design variabiles have bean determined by monotonicity analysis, the man

ager wiEL use mechanics knowledge base to calculate those physical objectives* axh as, 

HAZ, oooling rate etc, through some global Eradicates. For example, the cx>dling_rate 

will be passed to the thermal knowledge base where it calculates the cooling rate of the 

material. micro_structure wiEL also be passed to the material knowledge base to find cut 

the phase of the weldmerit afta: cooling. 

5.2.2 Thermal Knowledge Base 

The understanding of heat flow problems that governs the weQd poci geometry and 

phase transformation is concerned with thamal knowledge base. Among the varied liter

ature on the thermal aspects of the welding process, the results of the Bates and Hardt 

[35] with Rosenthal [30] model are included in this knowledge base to handle weOd pod 

geometry and temperature distribution. To calculate the coding rate after removal cf 

the heat source, the model studied by Blodgett [36] has been found to be the most useful 

one. As an example, under the mechanics knowledge base manager, the coding rate can 

be encoded as below. 

coding_rate (Rc,MatlfThick,Tpre,E,I,V) 

bound (Rc),bound (Thick),Bound (E) ,bound (I),bound (V), 

p roper t i e s  ( 2 ,Dens i ty ,  Specaf ic_hea tVIhermal_conduc t iv i ty , ,  

T r̂e=550-sqrt(Rc0.9EI/(6.28319 Thermal_conductivity V)),!. 

where "properties" is another predicate in the material knowledge base all the properties 

of steel are contained. Before carrying out the preheat temperature, Tpte, the system 



the predicate "pcopecbes" to pass in tiie material's properties. 
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Fig. 10 The continuous codling txansBxmadDn diagram" 
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5.2.3 Material Knowledge Base 

The material knowledge base concerns the phase tranformation and characteristic 

change in properties. The region in the vicinity cf the weQd podL associated with some 

characteristic cnange in structure or properties is called the heat_affected zone(HAZ). 

Fcr most carbon steeQ, the distinct etching boundary corresponds to a peak temperature of 

730 °C [37]. In this knowledge base, three base materials are included. They are AISI 

43BV14, 4340+S^and 52100 with varying percentages of carbon 0.12, 0.43, and 1.06 res

pectively. The metallurgical properties of these material can be found in [46]. The con

tinuous cooling transformation (C CT) diagrams* as diown in Figure 10, of the three types of 

steel used in this knowledge base are in [38]. 

The microstructure cf these materials can be determined by a different critical cooling 

rate. Also from the CCT diagram what percentage cf martensite has been transformed 

into non_martensite can be determined by reference to the transformation lines (the cha

ined lines in CCT diagram). Since the composition of martensite is the main factor in 

microcracking and battlement after welding, the percentage of martensite in the material 

is a very important factor to be considered in the welding process. 

Tb implement the material knowledge bass, the linear regression method has been used 

for curve fitting. A second coder polynomial equation is chosen to fit a CCT curve. The 

coefficients cf the equation can be calculated as follows: 

A0 + Ai Xi + A2 Xi2 



vi= ( Yi- Yi)2 

= ( (A0+A1Xi+A2Xi2) )2 

= 
dAo 

iiL _ c 
dAL " 0 

dV _ 
dA2 ~ 

Yi - (Ao+A]Xi+A2Xi2) = 0 

XiYi - (AoXi+AiXi2+A2Xi3) = 0 

xi2*i" (A0Xi2+AiXi3+A2Xi4) = 0 

If we chocaa n set cf data, ie, i = 1,2,— 

=> 

I n  xi Xi2l jAol 
Ixi Xi2 Xi3 |  JaiI 
|Xi2 Xi3 Xi4| |A2| 

'  ̂1 
XiYi I 

.Xi2Yi| 



By solving for AQ/ A]_, A 2, we can find the coefficients cf the CCT curves. It must be 

painted out that since PrcQog is net good in numerical calculation, a Fortran program fix 

curve fitting is hooked to this material knowledge base. 

Since different materials have different CCT curves, by means of the linear regresion 

method we can get those CCT curves and txansfcrmation lines in CCT diagram correspond

ing to different materials. After we have those equations in one CCT diagram, than we 

can store them in one Prolog's predicate as below. 

coef_cct(aisi_43bvl4,12.499,-2.366,0.11538,3.1668,-0.54942,0.02789,2.9945,-0.40357,0 

.0168,3.5169,-0.46769,0.021633,3.3347,-0.44483,0.020497,3.2656,-0.38697,0 

.016557,3.1721^-0.31346,0.013331*3.2563,-0.16352,0.0099771,0.0,0.0,0.0). 

Therefore, one "coef_oct" predicate in the Prolog program stands for all curves in one 

CCT diagram. The object in the "coef_cctV indicates the name of the material. The 

remaining 27 objects are the coefficients cf these equations which can stand for 9 curves 

in t±ie CCT diagram. Sinae second order equations are chosen to fit those CCT curves, 

there are only three coefficients in one equation which stands for one CCT curve cr one 

transformation line in the CCT diagram. 

To decide the microstructure of a matadal after welding, a material data base imple

mented in Prolog has been designed. The predicate "microjstructure" has been used to 

decide the phase of a material. In this system one ,,micro_structure,, predicate repre

sents one area in the CCT diagram, which corresponds to one phase. Tb implement three 

types cf steel 28 ,,micro_struct^re,, predicates are used in this knowledge base. 



As for the quantitative analysis of the composition cf martensrte in the material, the 

predicate "composition" has been used in the program. In the CCT diagram those chained 

lines represent different percentages of martersijbe which have been transformed after a 

certain cooling time. Thus between two transformation lines the interpolation is used to 

determine the percentage of martensite which has been transformed. Far three types of 

steel, 23 "composition" predicates have been used in this knowledge base. 

The information about other phenomena, such as dilution and gas afceorbtion in weld 

pocQ, physical and chemical properties of filler material, shielding gases etc* have also 

been studied [47,48]. The incorporation cf this pool of information will be included in 

subsequent studies. 

5.2.4 Mechanical Knowledge Base 

Since the residual sterrrr. effect the service behavior of welded pints, such as £at-

ique, bottle fracture, and buckling characteristics* the residual stress w£IL be the main 

concern in mechanical knowledge base. In this knowledge base, the residual stresses are 

estimated using the fundamentals described by Vaidyanaythan [39]. The implementation in 

Prolog is straight forward, the same as the thermal knowledge base implementation. 

5.3 Causal Knowledge Base 

Far the transformation of the causal insight of arc welding into a collection of produc

tion rules* M.l, a commercially available expert system shell, has been utilized. The main 

reason for employing production rules as the knowledge representation scheme for the 

causal insight cf arc welding is that this knowledge can easily be converted into condi

tions and action rule [27,28]. For example, the functional description of design reliability 

can be manipulated symbolically by the following rules. 
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Rule 1: 

If 

configuration = flat_jalatB_we]d 

welding jpass = single_pass 

Thai 

recommend_configuEation = single_pa£B_flat_jplate. 

Rule 50: 

If 

recommend_configuration = singte_jaas_flatjplate 

reoom mend_application = steels 

recommend_kw_rep = iE_badcward_mkb 

nacommend_j?Eefer = reliability 

Then 

reliability = HAZ_W/D_CoolingRatB. 

These rules can be cast into the following predicate defined by EteQog. 

rule (rule_number, [ conditions ], [ actions ] ). 

where the conditions and actions parts ate defined as list c£ list. 

The causal knowledge base is a backward chaining rule-based system. Goal-driven 

strategy is used fee its inferjencang process. By reference to the foregoing two rules* the 

backward chaining inference control strategy can be explained by the folio wing meta-

level rules. 
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IR—1 

If the action part of same rules match with the premise of the rule that contains 

goal 

Then trigger those rules 

IR-2 

If the rule is triggered 

Thai search those rules whose action parts match with the premise of this rule. 

IR-3 

If a rule was fired 

Then store its instantiated value in wanking memory as a feet. 

Whenever a set cf triggered rules can not find the value cr the fact in working memory to 

fire a rule, the system win ask the user to select a value torn tiiose values suggested ky 

the system. The values cr facts provided by usa: and fired rules can be stored in the 

working memory definpd as a predicate in Prolog, ie, 

waridng_memory (Xf is, Y). 

Using the action part of rule_50 as an example, X is reliability and Y is HAZ_W/D_CooL-

ingRate. 

It diould be noted that the rule-based system implemented in Prolog can not perform 

arithmetic computation. Thus* it is necessary to seperate the knowledge base and the in

ference engine. The working memory establishes an avenue between the inference engine 



and the knowledge base. Fat example, as long as "HAZ_W/D_CoolingRate" (the feet) 

exists in working memory, ttece is an ad hoc mechanics knowledge hgaa manage: linked 

with the feet to handle all the quantitative analysis. 

The brief structure of the knowledge base system is shown in Eig.ll. This is the haar-

system organization for a knowledge base [49]. The diagnosis knowledge base mentioned 

in the ensuing section can also be included in the system. 

In the present work, the system can perform the explanation "what" and "why". 

However, the system can not accept the rule which nas "or" in the condition part and 

multiple actions in the rule. 

5.4 Diagnosis Knowledge Base 

In tiie diagnostic phase of design synthesis, a good expert system drould not only esti

mate each proposed design but also bring out the suggestions fix improvement. In order 

to ensure the knowledge represented in the diagnosis knowledge base is complete and 

accurate, the knowledge acquisition through the interviews with domain experts becomes 

very important. At this paint, the causal frame wcrk can provide assistance in consulting 

with domain experts. Also in the design c£ the diagnosis knowledge base, the generate-

and-test problem-solving paradigm can be used to evaluate the proposed design. This 

problem-solving paradigm has been illustrated fcy the system "DENDRAL" ficr finding 

chemical structures [28,49]. 

It must be admitted here, both causal knowledge base and diagnosis knowledge base 

require substantial improvements and development in order to integrate them in the axi

omatic knowledge base(Eig.6). 
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CHAPTER VI 

AN EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

Baas Material: Medium carbon sbeeL(AISI 4340+Si, 0.43 C). 

Geometry : Flat plate butt welding. 

If we consider two pieces to be janted by single-pass flat-plate butt welding with 

medium carbon steel as base material. Also, fix this particular example, reliability of the 

process is given jadority over efficiency. At the same time, we want to maximize the eff

iciency without compromising the reliability. The product knowledge baas converts these 

objectives to physical requirements. Fee this particular example, our objective is to max

imize the quality of the welded joint. Tb maximize the strength cf the jodnt> the system 

first establishes the functional requirements. Fcr this example problem, heat-affected 

zone( any portion cf the base material experiencing a temperature greata: than 730 °C is 

considered to be in the heat-affected zone), solidified composition( defined by percen

tages o£ various continents), weld pod geometry (defined by its size and aspect ratio), 

and residual sLDmrr, in the heat-affected zone are chosen as functional requirements. 

The design process starts with the two general axioms requiring maximization cf func

tional reliability and minimization cf the resources required. The causal knowledge base 

is accessed next far interpretations of the axioms. In the causal knowledge base, the 

local analysis is performed first. Individual transformations are investigated with regard 

to their functional reliabilities and efficiencies. In this example, the reliability of the 
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to their functional rpliahilitips and efficiencies. In this example, the reliability of the 

process is given high priority. This simplifies the local optimization procedure, and each 

transformation is optimized with regard to its internal functional reliability, ihe ransai 

framework is then used to visualize the entice process as a sequense cf these transforma

tions and to identify three major aspects in the welding processes. Model coordination 

analyses are performed next and possible incompatibilities between different modules are 

identified. At this point, it should be noted that instead of using every single causal bond 

as the model far goal coordination as discussed fcy Chandra [24], in the present work, the 

three modules fee modd. coordination analyses are used as the models fee goal coordina

tion analyses. Tht* causal irwightg are fhon nt-iTira  ̂ to rpanlmp tho iimnmpaHhilit-iPR-

Etc the particular example problem, based an the rules fee the global effects cf local 

modulations( as described in section 4.2.3), the "ARCWELD" system first chooses the mat

erial module to obtain the quantitative solution cf the design that satisfies the particular 

requirements cf the problem at hand. 

6.1 The Solution From The Material Module 

The suggested model from the causal knowledge base is: 

minimize 

HAZ = f(4.13pct)-lCTm-Tp) [(Tp-T0)(Tm-T0)]-lEIV-l 

subject to 

9]_: 2Imf-1CTc-T0)-lE-ll-1V < Kc 

g2: EV <_w 



93s ^min —E £-Emax 

94: ^min I.1 ̂ max 

95: vmin i.v 5Lvmax 

96: Tomin £.To 

The design variabiles are E,I,V and T0. The details of model development can be fcund in 

the literature [35,36,37,39]. The symbols which ace used in this model are explained in 

Icible L. The parameter values fcr tile numerical example are in parentheses. 

In order to keep the result as general as possible, model (6.1) can be writben in the 

parametric farm as follow: 

Parametric Model 

minimize 

HAZ = Ko[(730-X4)(1450-X4)3-lXiX2X3-l 

subject to 

gi: (550-X4)2Xi-lX2-1X3 < Ki 

92: X1X3 < K2 

93: K3- <_Xi <_K3+ (6.2) 

g4: K4- < X2 <_K4+ 

95: K5- < X3 < K5+ 

96: K6 < X4 

67 
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where X2, X3, and X4 are design variables and Kq/ Ki, K& K3-, K4-, K5-, K3+, K4+, 

K5+, Kg are parametric functions, as diown in 1&ble 2. 

When modelling a design problem fee qptimization, the following three mips from mon-

tonicrty analysis [9-15] can be applied to model(6.2). 

Rule 1: At first- only include the physical constraints. 

Rule 2: Exclude the strict inequalities that impose estimated bounds. 

Rule 3: If an implicit function can not be solved explicitly; then use the implicit montorric 

function to eliminate a variable from the problem. 

Based cxi monotinicity analysis and applying Rule 1 and 2 lead to rearrangement of 

model(6.2) as follow: 

minimize 

HAZ (X1+,X2+X3-,X4+) 

subjact to 

91 (Xr,X2-,X3+,X4+) (6.3) 

92 (Xi+,X2
+) 



Table 1 

Nomenclature and Parameter Values 

parameter 

HAZ width of the heat-affected zone 

f heat transfer efficiency (0.9) 

p (tensity of material (7.83 -3_) 
cm3 

c specific heat cf material (0.6048 —) 
gOc 

t thickness cf bass metal (1 cm) 

Tm melting temperature (1450 °C) 

T^j peak temperature (730 °C) 

T0 pceheat temperature 

T0min room temperature (25 °C) 

E welding voltage 

I welding current 

V welding velocity 

2 
m thermal conductivity (0.07 SE_) 

SBC 

Tc tiie pearlite "nose" temperature (550 °C) 

Rc critical cocQing rate (14 



parametEr in pool geometry (4.23) 



Table 2 

Parametric Function 

K0 = f(4.13pct)-l(rni-Tp) = 16.5661 

K1 = 7T§ = 6,03 

K2 = 4.29 

k3+= Emax = 25 

k3"= Emin =  ̂

k4+= Imax = 350 

k4~= ^ttiin = 80 

*5*= vmax = 0.4 

Ks~= Vmin = 

^6 = Tomin = 25 

Xl =E 

X2 = I 

x3 = v 

X4 ~ TQ 
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Since g  ̂ jg active but can not be solved explicitly to assist the identification of further 

monotDnk±y properties cf the problem, the elimination of one variahle is necessary at this 

point. 

In the present case, 1st 

X4 = 550 -

substitute this into the objective function. Thus the objective is now written as the fid.— 

lowing farm. 

HAZ = f (XlfX2,X3) 

KaXiXo 
" 1 Z (4.4) 

162000X3+1080 [K1X1X2X3+K1X1X2 

Check the monotorriciiy of Xi, X2, and X3 then 

- ^ > 0  h 



i ^ > 0  

and 

- ^ > 0  
*3 

Therefore, the reginal monotonkity is obtained, 

minimize 

HAZ (XX+X2
+,X3-) 

KQXiX2 

162000X3+1080 [K1X1X2X3+K1X1X2 

wilh 

91i X1X3 < K2 

Since X2 = Inury there will be two cases. 

(i). X2 = imin = 80 amp, with Xi= Emin = 9 volt 

then from g2 X3= 0.48 which violats gs» and is not permitted. 

(ii). X2 = Imin = 80 amp, with X3= V^ax = 

then from g2 Xi= 10.72 volt. 

Thus, we oorilude that the solution in the first attempt is found to be: 

Xi = E = 10.73 volt 
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x2 = I = 80 amp 

X3 = V = 0.4 §gn 

X4 = T0 = 435 °C 

HAZ = 0.143 cm 

Nonmar = 98.58 

The rmidiial stress will be minimized along with the minimum of HAZ, which can be 

caculatBd by using the mechanics knowledgs base. 

Reedd_stzess = 100920.09 psi. 

Having obtained the result of the preliminary design, in the next section we consider 

how to improve the efficiency without compromising reliability. 

6.2 Design Diagnosis 

In the diagnostic phase, the causal insight and mechanics knowledge base are used 

again in the attempt to decouple the following gpedfications. 

1. HAZ (heat_affiected_zone) 

2. codling_rate 

3. Modijmcrcjstxucture 

4. WeMjpocigeometry (aspectratiQ) 

5. Residualstress 

Observations from the causal framework, the HAZ and the cooling rate are closely in

terfiled. The modified mierostructinp and .solifliffart composition are mairiLy effected by 

the codling rate and HAZ. 
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Based on the mechanics knowledge base,'voltage (E) and velocity (V) are the primary 

input parameters which have the largest effects en aspect ratio. Thus, on the second 

attempt, the system tries to lower preheat Cie, increase efficiency) while keying the weld 

pod geometry, coaling rate, and HAZ the same. However; the residual stress in the HAZ 

will be increased. The three models of HAZ, cooling rate, and weld pod geometxy are 

repeated hece fee convenience. 

heat affected zone: 

HAZ (730-Xa) (1450-XA) .XT . 
^ =  ( X 5 > X 2  ( 6 . 4 )  

cooling_rate: 

K-, Rc (550-X4)2 Kl = T—ttt = (6.5) 
2T^FI " X]X2 

X3 

aspectratio: 

X1X3 < K2 (6.6) 

On the second attempt, in crder to keep the same weJdjpool_geometry(aspect ratio), 

refia: to (6.6), X2 (current) has been chcsai as the parameter to lower the preheat. On 

the ether hand, the system keeps the maximum critical cooling rate to achieve an accept
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able modified microstructurae and Friliriifipd composition. Therefore, feom (6.5) we know 

that increasing X2 and decreasing the X4 (preheat) can keep the same critical. codling 

rate. Refer to (6.4). By increasing X2 (current) and decreasing X4 (preheat), we expect 

vety little effect on HAZ. Finally, torn oonsideraticn of the reliability, the residual stress 

is not so important. Thus, we sacrifice reradiial stress in crder to arrive at a lower pre

heat, ie, to increase efficiency and decrease weeding cost. 

In view of the above diagnosis, the ostein "ARCWELD" recommends: 

X2 = Imax = 350 amP 

XX = 10.725 volt 

cm 
sec 

X3 = 0.4 

X4 = 308 °C 

R = 14  ̂c 3ec 

HAZ= 0.326 cm 

Non_mar = 100 

Residjstaess = 150088.11 psl 

This completes the exposition of the formal concepts and procedures underlying tiie 

hybrid design methodology which we presented in manufacturing design. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE EEFORTS 

These ana two types of approach® to achdews a globally optimized manufacturing pro

cess. The first approach may be called the "algorithmic approach". The algorithmic 

approaches represent an extremely powerful, methodology fcr the detailed and quantita

tive phase of the design procedure. The difficulty with this approach is the global under

standing required of an incredibly large data base. Recently, an alternative approach, 

called the "axiomatic approach" has been developed. The axiomatic approach is heuristic 

and human oriented. The strength of this approach lies in its simple guidelines which 

offer a rational way of proceeding from very general to more specific ideas. However, 

the transition from the abstract phase bo physical, quantitative decisions becomes too 

oombersome with the present farm cf the axiomatic theory. 

A hybrid axiomat±>algoriihmic design methodology is developed here. The hybrid 

strategy uses the axiomatic approach in the abstract phase and reverts to algorithmic 

mode fcr detailed quantitative decisions. The conceptual framework fcr designing manu

facturing processes is established from a cause-and-effect perspective. The causal per

spective acts as the conduit fcr smooth transition between the axiomatic and the algo

rithmic phase. It also provides a rational basis fix arriving at the design axioms and adds 

an interpretive dimension to the axiomatic thecay of design. 

We have also averred that the hybrid design methodology presented in this thesis 

diouka be supported by high-level software tools. In order to show that fundamental 

objects are amenable to computerization, a brief exposition of the currently available 
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objacts are amenahle to computerization, a hdef exposition of the currently available 

system "ARCWELD" has been given. Currently, the system is implemented in TURBO 

PROLOG and FORTRAN for symbolic representation and numerical, computations. The 

system "ARCWELD" can be the prototype of a manufacturing expert system design. Along 

with the growth of knowledge base, the ostein can manipulate different manufacturing 

procPHRpPy such as metal fanning and metal cutting, without changing the structure of the 

system. 

In a computer-integrated manufacturing system, a knowledge engineering approach is 

absolutely necessary, sines computers are no longer mere numba: crunchers cr data pro

cessors. The computers must be able to stare real world knowledge and manipulate it to 

solve compOex problems. 

Therefore, there are three areas of concern in any future effort: 

(i). Improving the thermal model fix weld pod geometry. 

Cii). Finding a rational technique fiar gaining the causal insights from the causal frame

work. Such as» the graph ttecay can be employed [50]. 

(iii). Building a knowledge-based system by incorporating the concept of fuzzy probabil

ity into the causal knowledge base fcr estimating the design reliability. 

Although the impflementation cf the conceptual framework may be a long way off, it is 

realized that the proposed design methodology sets vp a goal worthy of achievement. The 

feasibility of such an approach is also shown here. 
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